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We invite up to 36 contributed papers, of which nine are reserved for Junior scholars, 

for presentation in a 50 minute slot, of which at least 20 minutes are reserved for discussion. 

 

Topics include, but are not limited to: 

o corroborated teaching-methods from K-12 to graduate level instruction, didactic models, 
and learner typologies 

o replicated empirical results from experimental or natural settings on lay or expert reasoning 
o evidence pro/con critical thinking as a key-skill in the university-graduate job market 
o comparative studies of international educational policies 
o theoretical models of reasoning “on the hoof” as well as task-constrained reasoning 
o conceiving the argumentation-reasoning interface 
o socio-political or science-historical work on human (ir)rationality and its rhetoric 
o the social management of individual cognitive biases 
o empirical or conceptual research on de-biasing-methods 
o cross/multicultural and cross/multilingual research on argumentation in private and 

institutional group decision-making contexts 
o historical as well as conceptual analyses of notions such as fallacy, bias or reasoning error 
o evidence pro/con two systems/two processes accounts of human reasoning 
o reliable instruments for the qualitative evaluation of critical thinking instruction 
o visualization-techniques for logical and probabilistic models of reasoning, (software-

based) argument-diagramming, and their responsible classroom use 
 

Submission 

To contribute to RACT2015, please submit a maximum 1000 word extended abstract prepared 

for blind review as a PDF file at https://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ract2015 (you may 

need to create an EasyChair account), along with a short abstracts of max. 1000 characters and 

keywords (which assist in assigning reviewers), and separate author details on or before August 

30th, midnight local time, Lund, Sweden. 

  



CALL FOR PAPERS 

Abstract Conventions 

o Paper size A4, 3 cm margins, 12 point font-size, Times New Roman, double spaced,  
pages numbers. 

o Include a title, don’t use footnotes, providing references in-line, e.g., ‘as Smith (2014) 
argues, … ‘ 

o Key-references are required, and do not count toward the word limit. 
o Blind all references to author-identity, writing ‘DELETED’ instead. 

 

Review Process 

RACT2015, whose official language is English, addresses an interdisciplinary audience; abstract 

selection relies on international reviewers from various disciplines. Authors should avoid, or 

explain, discipline-specific jargon whenever possible. 

 Three reviewers will independently assign to each abstract a point score indicating 

its quality and the reviewer’s confidence (low: 1, high 7); they may or may not give specific 

comments. Abstracts are ranked according to the weighted-average of both scores. The top 36 papers 

are to be invited by SEPT 30, 2015; authors are requested to confirm within two weeks, after which 

abstracts ranked next may be invited. 

 

Review Criteria 

Abstracts are evaluated solely on the basis of offering a clear state-of-the-art practical, theoretical, or 

historical contribution to the theme of the conference. For further background, please refer to the 

funding application available at http://ract2015.wordpress.com/cfp/. 

 

Junior Scholars 

Submission is encouraged from those who, at the time of submitting their abstract, fall within in the 

range from ‘all but dissertation’ to ‘within seven years after being awarded their PhD degree’. Please 

check ‘Junior scholar’ when submitting at the EasyChair website. 

Publication 

A peer-reviewed special journal or book publication of selected contributions is planned for 2016. 

Authors are requested to submit a maximum 6000 word draft paper two weeks prior to the 

conference. 
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